Received from R. S. Harris and Owners
master or Agent of Sch'rt
the sum of Thirty Two Dollars Thirty Seven Cts.

Balance due me as per account, it being IN FULL PAYMENT OF ALL WAGES FOR ALL SERVICES
and FOR ALL DEMANDS of whatever name or nature against said Vessel, her Owners or Officers to date.

$32.37

Albert Berry
[1898-06-xxE; receipt for wages paid in Lynn by R. S. Hawes of Schr. Colin C. Baker to Albert Berry\textsuperscript{10} for $32.67.] 

\textsuperscript{10} There was an Albert M. Berry, born Albert Morris Wixon (s/o Albert H. Wixon & Mary Abby Kelley) in Harwich on 11 Nov 1858, adopted by James Berry of Dennis. He married in Dennis, 29 Aug 1880, Elizabeth Studley of Dennis, daughter of Matthew & Sally Studley. It is likely this same person.